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Term used to describe two developments in black South African urban popular music.

(1) During the 1940s South African big bands started performing local melodies in swing style, evolving a 

style that became known as mbaqanga or African jazz.

(2) In the early 1960s a second style called mbaqanga evolved from 1950s pennywhistle kwela and sax jive, 

a transition best exemplified by the Hollywood Jazz Band. It was the first South African style to be 

fundamentally created in the recording studio for a mass media audience rather than for live performance 

and came to dominate popular music in South African townships during the 1960s and 70s. Like that of its 

antecedents, the harmonic base of mbaqanga is the cyclical repetition of four primary chords. Short 

melodies, usually the length of the harmonic cycle, are repeated and alternated with slight variations, and 

call-and-response generally occurs between solo and chorus parts. The characteristics that differentiate 

mbaqanga from previous styles are a driving, straight beat, rather than swung rhythms; melodic 

independence between instrumental parts, the bass and lead guitars providing particularly strong 

contrapuntal lines; and electric rather than acoustic guitars and bass guitar. Many of these innovations 

were initially developed by the Gallo Recording Company's premier backing group, the Makhona Tsohle 

Band, particularly Marks Mankwane (guitar) and Joseph Makwela (bass), who were the first black South 

Africans to exploit the possibilities of electric instruments. A typical mbaqanga band consists of lead, 

rhythm and bass guitars and drums (occasionally with an accordion, concertina or violin), backing a solo 

saxophone or vocalists. Top saxophonists included West Nkosi, Thomas Phale and Lulu Masilela. Vocal 

mbaqanga came to be known as Mqashiyo .
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